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With more than half of the year being over we are starting to gear up for what will
be arriving in 2018. Many brands have started to leak images of upcoming colorways
and models that will be hitting shelves and today we take a look at the latest from
the Best Jordans Shoes . Up next it looks like the Air Jordan 10 will be returning to
the scene. We haven't seen much from this silhouette over the last few months but
the next release will have it coming in a "Cool Grey" make up.
Latest Jordans Shoes has been featured on several models from the brand and the
colorway has proven to be a fan favorite throughout the years. While no official
mages have arrived yet of the upcoming shoe, many are speculating that grey will hit
most of the upper while black and white detailing will also be featured throughout.
As of now you can expect to see the "Cool Grey" Air Jordan 10 hit shelves sometime
in January and they will be coming with a price tag of $190. Be sure to keep it
locked to SneakerWatch as details unfold.
The new collab will come in the form of the Cheap Jordan Shoes and Low, and will be
dubbed the Black Ball Hi and Black Ball. The shoes will follow Off-White's naming of
shoe parts that was customary on the previous releases, with the White uppers
featuring "Blank Canvas" across the vamp. The shoes will also utilize a black sole
unit with arrow boxes wraping around it.Unfortunately, the collab never went into
production and they were only used for the runway show from September. OFF-WHITE has
no plans to release them at this time, and neither does Vans.
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http://www.bestjordans2016.com
http://www.latestjordans2016.com
http://www.cheapjordans2017.com/product-tag/cheap-jordan-shoes/

